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Al~traet--Using the power sum techniques of Turan, we evaluate all the complex zeros of an nth 
degree univariate polynomial with relative errors ~< e using O(n 2 log n (n log n + log(l/E))) arithmetic 
operations. O (n log n log( 1/E)) operations uffice to approximate (with relative rror ~< E ) a single complex 
zero using Turan's method and all the zeros if they are real using Graeffe's method. In all cases n 
processors uffice for cn times parallel acceleration where c is a positive constant. Incorporating Turan's 
techniques into another, more recent algorithm gives a single complex zero with absolute rror ~< ~ using 
O (log2n log log(12t/E I)) arithmetic parallel steps, n 2 processors (which places the problem in NC) and also 
gives all the complex zeros in O(n 2 log n(log n + log log(12t/EI))) arithmetic operations, where ).l is the 
absolutely largest zero. Computations with O (log(n [2~/E I))) binary bits support he latter estimates for the 
arithmetic omplexity, which leads to a simple proof of the current best estimate for the Boolean circuit 
complexity (bit-operation complexity) of computing all the complex zeros of a polynomial, announced 
by A. schrnhage in 1982 but not proven yet. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Problem, the Background and New Directions of Study 
In this paper we will consider the complexity of computing the zeros 2~ . . . . .  2. of an n th degree 
general univariate polynomial p.(2) with real or complex coefficients 
I~.,I >/1~.21 >~"" >/I~..L >0,  (1) 
p,(2) = f i  (2 -- 2h) = 2" -- c,_t ~. "-I . . . . .  cl2 -- Co. (2) 
h=J 
We will allow the arithmetic operations (+, - , . ,  +)  and the evaluation of roots of positive 
numbers; each such an operation (+,  - ,  *, +,  or the root evaluation) is considered a unit cost 
operation. For parallel computation we will use the machine model of Borodin et al. [1], where 
each processor performs at most one unit cost operation in each step. Then the cost of the exact 
evaluation of 2t . . . .  ,2,  is infinite unless n < 5, but we require to compute 21 . . . . .  2, with relative 
errors being less than a prescribed positive value E. We will present upper estimates for the 
sequential nd parallel computational complexity of that problem, based on the known algorithms 
(Graeffe-Runge's and Turan's) and on our new extension of Turan's algorithm of Refs [2-4]. 
(Hereafter we will refer to the exposition of that algorithm in Ref. [4, pp. 290-308].) In the parallel 
case, we will focus on fully efficient algorithms, where the product of the numbers of parallel steps 
and processors equals the best sequential time known (within a constant factor). The presented 
estimates remained current best until very recently, and we will state the new improvement in
Section 8. 
To make our paper self-contained (apart from the nontrivial proof of the right inequality of 
expression (16), but consider (A. 1) in the Appendix A), we will briefly expose the known algorithms 
of Graeffe, Runge, and Turan in Sections 3 and 4 and in Appendix B. The complexity analysis 
of those algorithms has not been done before; some steps of that analysis are not straightforward 
at all, for instance, the choice of the shift size in Runge's method. Some tools of our analysis may 
be of independent interest, in particular Proposition 5.1, where we estimate the complexity of some 
tThe results of a preliminary version of this paper were presented at the 26th Annual IEEE Symposium FOCS, Portland, 
Oreg., U.S.A. (1985). 
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power sum computations, and a new simpler alternative to Turan's algorithm, in Appendix A. Our 
extension of Turan's method to computing all the complex zeros ofpn(2) is technically the hardest 
part of this paper, which involves some elaborate rror analysis, see Section 6. 
Let us now briefly recall the background of our study of the problem of computing polynomial 
zeros. There exist numerous algorithms for that practically important problem, some of them 
centuries old (see Refs [5-10] for surveys). Due to the abundance of these algorithms, it was more 
than appropriate to estimate the computational complexity of the problem and to classify the 
known algorithms respectively (taking into account heir other features also). This was not an easy 
task, however, and the first complexity estimates for that problem were obtained only in 1981, by 
S. Smale, in his pioneering paper [8], where it was proven that in the average case Newton's method 
for p, (2) = 0 converged at least linearly, that is, IPn (2 ~* + l))/p, (2 ck))l < 1/2 V large k, where 2 (~ denotes 
the approximation to a zero of p,(2) after s iterations. The problem was further studied in Refs 
[9, 11, 12], compare also with Ref. [13]. In particular it was proven in Ref. [9] that the average of 
q = O(n +l log El) iterations of modified Newton's method, 
2 (s+l) = 2(s)-~- (CO s -pn(2(~)))/p',(2 (s)) 
(co s being a parameter), gives that 
Ip,(2(q))l < e. (3) 
If Ilogel=O(n), this means O(n 2) unit cost operations or O(nlogn) parallel steps, n/logn 
processors for the average case evaluation of a single zero of p,(2). (The parallel case estimates 
are not claimed in Ref. [9] but easily follow; surely we may always use more steps and fewer 
processors (but/> 1), so we define all the processor bounds within constant factors.) The focus of 
Refs [8, 9] was on introducing new approaches and new techniques of study; the cited bounds, 
however, are still the current record estimates for the sequential and parallel algebraic omplexity 
of that computational problem under that average case model. In Ref. [8] the average is taken over 
the set of complex input coefficients. In Ref. [9] the average is over all the initial points 2 (0) such 
that 12(°) I = 3. Newton's iterations can be extended to computing all the zeros, 21, • • •, 2,, via, say 
Maehly's implicit deflation [14, p. 119], which suggests that the increase of the numbers of 
operations and steps by a factor of n may suffice. Such extensions are not considered in Refs [8, 9]. 
The estimates of Ref. [9] lead to the next questions. Can we extend the above complexity 
estimates to the worst case deterministic algorithms? Can we decrease those estimates? Can we 
replace expression (3) with the relative error bound 
](2(q)/2h) - 11 < c? (4) 
[Expression (3) does not imply expression (4). Expression (3) holds for all real 2 between 
- 1 and 1 ifc = 2 I-" and ifp,(2) is the nth degree (monic) Chebyshev polynomial, while such 2 may 
deviate from all the zeros 2, ofp~(2) by > 1/n, so expression (4) may hold only if c > 1/n for that 
polynomial.] 
In this paper we will affirmatively answer those questions. 
As in Refs [8, 9] we will estimate the arithmetic (algebraic) complexity of the problem (some error 
analysis and some Boolean circuit complexity estimates will be presented in Sections 7 and 8). 
Unlike Refs [8, 9], we will prescribe the relative error bounds (4) for the outputs 2(q); we will not 
use averaging and will present he worst case estimates or will explicitly state our assumptions. 
Unlike Refs [8, 9], we will apply and extend Graeffe-Runge's and Turan's methods, rather than 
Newton's. We will arrive at new record estimates for the algebraic omplexity of the problem, but 
then (in Section 8) we will outline a more recent progress, due to incorporation of Turan's main 
result into the recent algorithms of Ref. [15] (exploiting Newton's iteration) and Ref. [16]. That 
progress, fully reported in the oncoming paper [16], will lead us to a further substantial decrease 
(roughly by a factor of n) of the record algebraic omplexity bound for approximating all the 
complex zeros ofp, (2) and to a simple proof of the current best upper bound on the Boolean circuit 
complexity (bit-operation complexity) of the same computational problem. (That bound was 
announced in 1982 [17, Sect. 19], but its proof is quite involved and has not been completed yet; 
it is also interesting that the algorithm and the proof techniques of Ref. [17] look completely 
different from ones reported in Section 8, except for the common use of power sums and of recursive 
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splitting of the set of polynomial zeros in both papers.) We will also prove that a single complex 
zero ofp~ (2) can be approximated with absolute rror ~< ~ using O (log 2 n log log(1/E)) parallel steps 
and n 2 processors, which places that problem in NC, compare with Ref. [1]. 
Subclasses of the Problem and the Corresponding Methods 
We subdivide the problem of computing polynomial zeros into the subproblems of computing 
(i) all the complex zeros of p~(2) (worst case); (ii) a single complex zero; (iii) all the zeros where 
all of them are real and (iv) all the complex zeros where the distinct zeros are not clustered and 
moreover, where their moduli are not close to each other (except for the complex conjugate pairs 
of zeros). 
The latter case (iv) is especially considered because it is wonderfully handled by Graeffe-Runge's 
method (reaching the optimum cost bounds within polylogarithmic factors) and because a large 
class of input instances is included here (noncostly application of Graeffe's method is a good test 
whether a particular input polynomial belongs to that class). We will include that known material 
also because it is needed in Turan's algorithm and because the same method of Graeffe is quite 
effective in case (iii) as well. 
Graeffe's method, however, may fail in the important cases of polynomials having clustered 
nonreal zeros (where the values [1--2g/Ahl v~O but are small for some g ~h).  That class of 
polynomials includes, for example, the monic polynomials near p~(2) = (2 - 2~) ~ + 1. In many 
practical applications it is required to compute multiple zeros of a polynomial; small errors in the 
input data turn such multiple zeros into a cluster of simple zeros. This brings us to cases (i) and 
(ii), where we apply Turan's method, our extension of it, and (in Section 8) its combination with 
the method of Ref. [16]. In all cases we focus on sequential algorithms, but their parallel 
acceleration by a factor of cn for a positive constant c is possible whenever n processors are 
available; in some cases this means polylogarithmic parallel time (see Tables 1-3 and Section 8, 
also compare with Appendix D). 
New Complexity Estimates (Statements) 
In this section we will state our complexity bounds (to be proven in the sequel). 
Hereafter f designates the complex conjugate of z,/~n()-) designates the polynomial 
I~I ('~ - £h)  = ,~ - e~_t ,~ - . . .  -e0 ,  
h=l 
c denotes a small positive value (tolerance). We will assume that/~ (2)= pn(2), so Co, c~ . . . .  , cn_ j 
are real. [Otherwise we may compute the 2n zeros 2h, ~'h of the real polynomial p~(2)/5~(2); then 
we may test, which of them are the zeros ofp~(2), see Remark 4.1 in Section 4.] 
The next theorem handles case (iv). 
Table I 
Iogf(n) Unit cost operations Parallel steps Processors 
O(log n) O(n log 2 n) O(Iog 2 n) n 
O(Iog # n) O(n log °+l n) O(Iog q+l n) n 
The moduli of all distinct zeros are far from each other. 
Table 2 
log(l/E) Unit cost operations Parallel steps Processors 
O(log n) O(n log 2 n) O(log 2 n) n 
O(Iog q n) O(n log q+l n) O(log q+t n) n 
All zeros are real. 
Table 3 
Iog(l/~) Unit cost operations Parallel steps Processors 
O(log n) O(n log 2 n) O(log 2 n) n 
O(log # n) O(n log q+l n) O(logq + i n) n 
O(n) O(n210gn) O(n Iogn) n 
O(n q) O(n q+l log n) O(n q log n ) n 
Computing one complex zero. 
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Theorem 1.1 
Let 12j/).,I ~< g(n) and 0 < 1/f(n) <~ 1 --[24+l/2h[for some f ixed functions f (n )  and g(n) and for all 
h such that 24 4: 2h+l, 24 # 2"4+z •Then O(n log n log(n +f(n)  + log(g(n)/Q)) unit cost operations or 
O(log n log(n + f (n )  + log(g(n)/E))) parallel steps and n processors uffice in order to compute all 
the zeros 21,22 . . . . .  2, of  p,(2) with relative output error bound E, 0 < E < 1. 
Remark 1. I 
If all the zeros ofp, (2)  are positive, then the two assumptions of Theorem 1.1 can be rewritten 
as follows: 
0< 1/f(n)<~ [).g/24- 11 unless 2g=24; [21/2,] <~g(n). 
If all the zeros 2j are real, then all the zeros 2j + A o fp , (2 j -  A) are positive, provided that 
A>2[c,_ j[ l / J for j= 1,2 , . . ,n ,  see Ref. [7, p. 457]; so the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 can be 
changed as follows: 
0<l / f (n )<~[(A~+A) / (2h+A) - l [  unless 28=24; 
[(21 + A)/(24 + A)I ~< g(n). 
In Table 1 we will display the complexity bounds of Theorem 1.1 for some specific functions 
f (n)  assuming that log(g(n)/Q = n °(l) and that q > 1 below. Here and hereafter n °(l) denotes the 
values bounded by a polynomial in n as n ~ oo. 
It is obvious that at least an order of n operations are required already for computing one zero 
24, for 24 depends on n indeterminates [that is, on the n coefficients ofp,(2)]. Therefore, the above 
upper estimates cannot be improved more than log4n times, provided that log(g(n)/Q= 
n O(l), logf(n) ~< log 4 n. 
Theorem 1.1 covers a large class of problem instances. Our next complexity estimate will cover 
the case (iii), where we compute all the zeros o fp , (2)  and where all those zeros are real. 
Theorem 1.2 
Let all the zeros of p,(2) be real. Then they can be computed with relative output error bound 
E > 0 in O(n logn log(n + 1/~)) unit cost operations using O(logn log(n + 1/~)) parallel steps, n 
processors. 
Table 2 specifies the bounds of Theorem 1.2 for some choices of E. 
The next result of P. Turan [4] covers the evaluation of a single complex zero of an arbitrary 
polynomial, case (ii). 
Theorem 1.3 [4] 
A zero of an arbitrary polynomhTl p, (2) can be computed with relative output error bound E > 0 
using O(n log n log(l/Q) unit cost operations or O(log n log(l/E)) parallel steps, n processors. 
Remark 1.2 
For the same cost we may compute (within relative error bound E) the distance from a given 
value A to the nearest zero ofp,(2).  This suggests a proximity test for a candidate approximation 
A to a zero ofp,(2) ,  see Remark 4.1 in Section 4. 
Table 3 specifies the complexity bounds of Theorem 1.3 depending on E, compare with 
Tables 1 and 2. 
Next we will state our extension of Theorem 1.3 to the case (i) of the evaluation of all the complex 
zeros of p,(2), to be deduced in Section 6. 
Theorem 1.4 
All the zeros of  p,(2) can be computed with relative output error bound c >0 using 
O(n 2 log n (n log n + log(I/Q)) unit cost operations or O(n log n (n log n + log(I/E))) parallel steps, 
n processors. 
The latter estimates are specified in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
log(l/E) Unit cost operations Parallel steps Processors 
O (n log n) O (n 3 log 2 n) O (n 2 log 2 n) n 
O(n q) O(n q+ 2 log n) O(n q+ l log n) n 
Computing all the complex zeros. 
Remark 1.3 
The algorithms supporting Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are particularly effective where 
Ilog El= O(log q n); usually the resulting rough approximations to the zeros ofpn(2) can be quickly 
refined using Newton's method. 
A very recent progress in the study of cases (i) and (ii) is described in Section 8. 
An important question in the theory of parallel computation is whether a problem belongs to 
NC, that is, whether it can be solved in polylogarithmic time using a polynomial number of 
processors, see Ref. [1]. Our results above imply that computing polynomial zeros with relative 
precision E > 0 is in NC if (a) log(f (n)+log(g(n)/E))= O(logqn), where f (n) ,g(n)  satisfy the 
assumptions of Theorem 1.1, that is, where I,~l/An I ~< g(n) and where the moduli of all the distinct 
zeros are far from each other [so that either 2h = 2,+j or 2h = ~'h+~ or 1 -- I;~h÷,/)-h I >t l/f(n), V h] or 
if (b) log(I/E) = O(logqn) and all the zeros are real or if (c) log(l/E) = O(logqn) and a single zero 
is to be computed. In all those cases only n [rather than ~< n °(J)] processors are actually required. 
With n 3 processors we may weaken assumption (a); we only suppose that I1 - 2h/2h÷jI > i /f(n) 
rather than 1 - [Zh/Ah+l[ > 1If(n), see Appendix D. D. Kozen [18] gave an alternative way of 
showing that computing the real zeros in case (a) is in NC (that method was based on Sturm's 
sequence computation). In Ref. [19] it was shown that polylogarithmic time and a polynomial 
number of processors uffice for computing the zeros in case (c) where all the zeros of pn(2 ) are real 
and c = 2 -c", so the problem belonged to NC in that case. In Section 8 we will show that the problem 
of computing a single complex zero of any polynomial pn(2) with absolute precision E = 2-'" also 
belongs to NC. 
Extension to Computing the Eigenvalues of a Matrix 
We may immediately extend our complexity estimates to the matrix eigenvalue computation, 
because that problem can be reduced to the evaluation of the zeros of the characteristic polynomial 
of a matrix, see some comments in Ref. [20, p. 405] on the stability problems of such a reduction. 
The sequential and parallel complexity estimates for computing the coefficients of that polynomial 
are given in Refs [21-24]. In the sequential case (i) (of computing all the complex eigenvalues) and 
in the parallel case (ii) (of computing a single eigenvalue), the asymptotic ost of the evaluation 
of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial is strictly higher than the cost of the subsequent 
evaluation of its zeros, compare our Section 8; for parallel evaluation of all complex eigenvalues 
a superlinear time is needed in the latter stage versus O(log2n) time in the former. 
Contents 
We will use the following order of presentation. In the next section we will present he auxiliary 
complexity estimates for some general computations with polynomials. In Section 3 we will recall 
Graeffe's method and we will arrive at Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Section 4 we will derive Theorem 
1.3 relying on the method of Ref. [4] and using the estimated of Sections 2 and 3. This will also 
define a method for the proximity tests. In Section 5 we will evaluate the power sums using 
Cauchy's integrals as an alternative to Turan's use of Graeffe's technique and of Newton's 
identities. In Section 6 we will extend the algorithm of Section 4 and will arrive at Theorem 1.4. 
In Section 7 we will analyze the errors of Turan's method and the Boolean complexity estimates. 
In Section 8 we will state the new improved complexity estimates based on the recent work of Ref. 
[16] and on Turan's proximity test. In Appendix A we will present our alternative to Turan's basis 
inequality and will recall how powering of the companion matrix may help to evaluate the power 
sums of the zeros of p, (2). In Appendix B we will recall and specify Runge's method for recovering 
the zeros of pn(2) from their absolute values (which we need in the proof of Theorem 1.1), and 
we will estimate the complexity of that recovery. In Appendix C we will examine an alternative 
algorithm for the extension of computing a single zero to computing all the zeros of pn(2). In 
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Appendix D we will show that the problem of computing polynomial zeros is in NC, unless some 
zeros are clustered or greatly vary in their magnitudes. 
2. COMPLEXITY ESTIMATES FOR SOME 
COMPUTATIONS 
In order to compute polynomial zeros, we will need the 
computations with polynomials of degrees at most n: 
AUXIL IARY 
following auxiliary numerical 
(1) evaluation of a polynomial at N + 1 Fourier points r~o i, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, where 
r is a complex number, o9 is a primitive (N + l)th root of 1, that is, co s+~ = 1, 
¢ns:~ 1 for 0<s  <<.N, N=O(n) ;  
(2) interpolation to a polynomial given its values at N + 1 Fourier points, 
N />n,N  = O(n); 
(3) multiplication of two polynomials (also called convolution of their coefficient 
vectors); 
(4) division of two polynomials with a remainder; 
(5) division of two polynomials where it is known that the remainder isequal to zero 
(deflation); 
(6) evaluation of the coefficients of the shifted polynomial 
s, O1)=p,(q +A)=q" -c ,  l (A ) t /n  I . . . . .  C l (A ) t / - - c0(A) ,  (5 )  
given the coefficients of a polynomial p,(2) of expression (2) and a complex 
number A and 
(7) evaluation of the coefficients of the shifted reversed polynomial 
q,(#) = U"p,(1/~ + A)= ~ c,_,(A)#', /~ = 1/(2 -A ) ,  2 = I/p + A, (6) 
i=0 
given the coefficients of p,(2) and A. 
In the algorithms upporting Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we will also need 
(8) to solve a nonsingular triangular Toeplitz system of linear equations. 
Next we will list some complexity estimates for those computations. We need the outputs with 
arbitrarily high but finite precision, so we will slightly speed up efficient parallel solution of 
problems (4) and (8) using the fast parallel any precision approximation algorithm of Ref. [25]. 
Proposition 2.1 
Problems (1)-(3) and (5)-(7) can be solved (with infinite precision)for the asymptotic ost o f fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) at O(n) points, that is, for the cost of O(n log n) arithmetic operations or 
O(log n) parallel arithmetic steps, n processors. Problems (4) and (8) can be solved with infinite 
precision for the same sequential cost or for the parallel cost of O(log 2 n) steps, n/log n processors; 
alternatively they can be solved with arbitrary finite precision for the parallel cost of 0 (log n) steps, 
n processors. 
Proof. Problems (1) and (2) are surely the problems of the forward and of the inverse discrete 
Fourier transform at N + 1 points, respectively, so they can be solved via FFT, which implies the 
desired complexity bounds (see Refs [26, 27]). Problems (3) and (5) are immediately reduced to 
problem (1) and to problem (2), and either to N + 1 nonscalar multiplications [for problem (3)] 
or to N + 1 nonscalar divisions [for problem (5)], [26-28]. Note that for larger r in problems (1) 
and (2) the latter way of deflation [problem (5)] is numerically stable (unlike the straightforward 
deflation method, known to be unstable [20, 29]). Problems (4) and (8) are equivalent to each other, 
see Ref. [30]; they can be reduced to problem (3) via the sequential algorithm of Sieveking-Kung 
(see Refs [26] or [27]) or via the parallel algorithm of Ref. [25], attaining the desired complexity 
bounds. Problem (7) can be reduced to problem (3) (see Ref. [31]) via the following equations: 
n 
cj(A) = ~ A i-j cii!/[j!(i --j)!], (7) 
i=j 
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where cj(A) denote the polynomial coefficients in expression (5). We set u._ i=c i i ! ,  
vi_ ~ = N- i / ( j  - i)! and arrive at problem (3), which now takes form of the problem of computing 
J 
j !e j (A)=~uiv j_ j ,  j=O,  1 . . . . .  n, (8) 
i=O 
where u~ and vj are given for all i and j, vj = 0 i f j  < 0. Problem (7) is equivalent to problem (6) for 
the coefficients of s.(r/) =p.(q + A) and of #"p.(1//~ + A) =/z"s.(1//O are the same values, only 
written in the reverse order. Q.E.D. 
3. GRAEFFE 'S  METHOD AND ITS APPLICATION 
TO THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
Graeffe's method for polynomial zeros (actually due to C. Dandelin 1826 [5, p. 181]) relies on 
the following simple identity [compare with expression (2)], 
p.(2 ' /2)p. (2  '/z) = ( -  1)" leI (4 - 42). (9) 
h=l  
Recursively applying equation (9), define the following sequence of polynomials, 
p..0(2) =p.(2), p.j(2) = ( -  1)"p..,_,(2'/E)p.,,_,(-2 '/z) 
=2"-e . _ l . i2  "-l . . . . .  eL i2 -eo ,  i, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  k, (10) 
such that 
=f i  2h), i= l ,2 , . . . , k ,  (11) p.,,(2) (4 -  2, 
h=l  
and consequently 
Cn_h, i = ( - -  1) h+| (2j(,)2~2)... 2~h)) 2', h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. (12) 
JO) ..... j(h) 
The latter sum is over all the sets {j(1),j(2) . . . . .  j(h)} of distinct values in the range from 1 to n. 
Expresions (1) and (12) imply that 
I(e.-h,k)J/N/(2t 22"' '  2h)l = 1 + O ((12h+,/2h lU/N) n !/(h ! (n - h)! )), (13) 
where h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, 2.+~ = 0, N = 2 k, k ~ov. Expressions (10), (11) and (13) suggest an algorithm 
for computing lab I, V h in the case where all the inequalities in expression (1) are strict. [We allow 
p. (2) to have pairs of complex conjugate zeros, and we need to operate only with polynomials with 
real coefficients.] 
Algorithm 3.1 
Input. p.(2) where Co ~ O, see expressions (1) and (2). 
Outputs. Approximations [2"1 to 12hl, h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. 
Stage 1. Choose a natural k and successively compute the coefficients of the polynomials 
pz.,0 (2) = p. (2)p. (2), pz.,,(2) = P2.,,-, (2'/Z)pz.j_, ( -  2 ,/z) 
= 2 z" - cz._j,i 22"-1 . . . . .  e l i2  - co.i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k. 
Stage 2. Compute 
{R'g[  = ~ /e i/(2u) = 0, 1, , n - 1, (14) W2g, k l  2g+2,k  ~ g - . .  
where N = 2 k, CZ.,k = --1, and e2~+E,k ~ 0 V g and all sufficiently large k under the assumption of 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
Taking into account he complexity bounds of the previous section, we immediately arrive at 
Proposition 3.1. 
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Proposition 3.1 
Algorithm 3.1 involves O(nk  logn)  unit cost operations, which can be implemented using 
O (k log n) steps, n processors. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, expression (13) implies that Ic,_h, k 11/N approximates to 
[2122. . .2h l fo rh=l ,2  . . . . .  n with relative error <~6/2 (for a small positive 6) in 
k = O( log(f (n)(n + log(I/6)))) iterations. This defines the values 121] . . . . .  12, I with relative rrors 
~<6. Then Algorithm B.1 of Appendix B recovers 21 . . . . .  2, with relative errors 
~< c if 6 = O (E 2f(n)12,/21 I), see Appendix B. Therefore, k = O (log(f (n) (n + log(g (n)/c)))) iterations 
of Algorithm 3.1 suffice to compute all the zeros 21 . . . . .  2h with relative rrors ~< c. Combining this 
estimate with Proposition 3.1 we arrive at Theorem 1.1. 
Next let us prove Theorem 1.2. Since N = 2 k is even, expression (12) implies that 
1 <~ ICn_h ,k / (~122 ' ' '  2h)U[ ~ n !/(h !(n - h)!)  <~ 2", h = 1 . . . . .  n. (15) 
Therefore, k = O(log(n + l/Q) iterations of Algorithm 3.1 suffice in order to compute the product 
J2122..-2hi for h = 1 . . . . .  n with relative error ~< c/2. Consequently (see Proposition 3.1) we may 
compute the values 121[ . . . .  , [2,[ with relative error ~<c, even where we remain within the 
complexity bounds of Theorem 1.2. To extend this to the evaluation of the zeros 2 j , . . . ,  2., we 
apply Algorithm 3.1 in order to compute the zeros qh = 2h - A of the polynomial q,(q) = p,(q + A) 
where, say A = 12,1/2. Then we may immediately recover the values 2h = _+ 12hi from 12hi and 
12h -- AI = Iqh I, h = 1 . . . .  , n. This proves Theorem 1.2. 
4. COMPUTING A S INGLE COMPLEX ZERO BY TURAN'S  METHOD 
(THEOREM 1.3) AND A PROXIMITY TEST 
In this section we will recall the algorithm of Ref. [4] that supports Theorem 1.3 and will apply 
that algorithm also for testing proximity of a fixed approximation to a zero ofp,(2).  At first the 
algorithm computes an approximation to 12~ I with a prescribed upper bound 6 on the relative rror. 
That stage relies on the following basis inequalities from Ref. [4, p. 299] 
1 ~< 121 l/ max Isgu/nl 1 /~ ~< 5 I/N. (16) 
g=l, . . . ,n  
Here N = 2 k, k is a positive integer, such that N = 0(1/6) ,  
sx=2~+2~+. . .+2,  K (17) 
denotes the Kth power sum of the zeros of p,(2). (The right inequality of expression (16) relies 
on some nontrivial results from the number theory; a more elementary alternative to that inequality 
is given in Appendix A.) 
To evaluate su, s2u . . . . .  s,u, perform k steps of Algorithm 3.1. This defines the coefficients 
Co, k, Cl,k . . . . .  C,,k= 1 of p,,k(2), see expression (9)-(11). Then the values su, s2N . . . . .  s,u are 
immediately computed from the following system of Newton's identities [5, p. 36]: 
C,,kSu + C,-t,k = O, 
Cn, kS2N "~- C n_ I ,kSN-~ 2Cn_2, k : 0 ,  (18) 
Cn, kSnN "~- Cn_l,kS(n_l)NJI  - " " " "~ nco ,  k = O. 
These identities form a triangular Toeplitz system of n linear equations, which can be easily solved, 
see Section 2. (Also see Section 5 and Appendix A for two alternative methods for computing the 
power sums.) 
Combining expressions (16)-(18) with Propositions 2.1 and 3.1, we arrive at the following result 
of independent interest. 
Theorem 4.1 
For any polynomial p,(2), the modulus o f  its absolutely largest zero, 121 I, can be computed with 
relative output error bound E using 0 (n log n log(1/E )) unit cost operations or 0 (log n log(1/E)) steps, 
n processors. 
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Remark 4.1 (Turan's method for a proximity test) 
Theorem 4.1 bounds the distance from the origin to 21. If applied to the shifted reversed 
polynomial q, (#) = #"p, (1/# + A) of expression (6), the algorithm supporting Theorem 4.1 enables 
us to estimate the distance from A to a nearest zero 2h; this amounts to a proximity test for a 
candidate approximation A to a zero of p,(2). (Note that Theorem 1.3 is not sufficient for that 
purpose). Indeed, when generalized to the shifted reversed polynomial q,(/~), the inequality (16) 
takes the following form: 
1 ~< I#h~01/ max IsgN(A)/nP/~m ~< 5 Ira, (19) 
g=l,...,n 
where 
2h=l//~h+A, #h = l/(2h -- A) for h=l  . . . . .  n, (20) 
/~h¢~) is the absolutely largest zero of q, ~) ,  so 2h~l) is a zero closest o A among all the zeros ofp, (2); 
and 
s~(a) = ~ ~.  (21) 
i=  1 
Let us deduce Theorem 1.3 from expressions (16)-(21) following Ref. [4] and using Lehmer's 
construction [32 or 5, pp. 111-112]. Specifically, at first a rough approximation to 12~1 (say within 
the relative precision 0.1) is computed using only few steps of Algorithm 3.1 (say 5 steps with 
N = 32 will suffice). The initial approximation to 21 is by the origin 0 (with the error 2~). That 
approximation to 21 can be improved by a constant factor d, using at least one of, say 20 equally 
spaced points 2~ °, r = 1, 2 . . . . .  20, on the circumference {;~: 121 = I~,~ I}. (d < 0.2 with the subdivision 
by the 20 points.) To improve the approximations further, apply the shifted inverse versions of the 
same algorithm with the 20 shifts, A, = 2t °, r = 1 . . . . .  20, that is, apply the algorithm to each of 
the 20 shifted reversed polynomials, q,,r(#) = I~"p,(1/lZ + A,), r = 1 . . . . .  20, and choose the best 
output approximation among the twenty. Then recursively repeat the same process, using a 
constant number of steps of Algorithm 3.1 in each shifted inverse iteration. The cost of such an 
iteration [including the cost of computing the coefficients of q..,(2)] is O(n log n) unit cost 
operations or O(logn) steps, n processors, see Propositions 2.1 and 3.1. In k shifted inverse 
iterations, a zero 2h of p.(2) is computed within the absolute r ro r  dk[j,t I. It can be easily checked 
that I).hl > cl2,1 for a constant c > 0 (if we use the subdivision of the circumferences by 20 equally 
spaced points), so the relative error bound is dk/c, and k = O(log(1/E)) shifted inverse iterations 
suffice in order to compute a zero ~.h with relative precision E. This immediately implies Theorem 
1.3. Q.E.D. 
In the first iteration it is slightly more effective to apply the algorithm to the reverse polynomial 
2"p,(1/2), in order to compute an approximation to 12,1 using expressions (19)-(21) for A = 0. In 
that case the origin approximates to 2. with the error 2,; then after k iterations a zero 2h ofp,(2) 
is approximated to within dkl2, I, better than within dkl2t I as used to be in the original version of 
the algorithm. It can be also checked that 
12h I < c 12, I for a constant c. (22) 
Remark 4.2 
For some polynomials, lab I or It~hl can be computed with sufficient precision without solving the 
systems of the form (18). It may simply suffice to use the inequalities, 12. I~ < Ic01 '/", see expressions 
(1) and (2); 12,1 ~< Ic0,kU "/~, and similarly for the zeros of qh(#). 
5. EVALUATION OF POWER SUMS USING CAUCHY'S 
INTEGRALS;  RECOVERY OF COEFFICIENTS FROM 
POWER SUMS 
An effective alternative to the method of Section 4 for the evaluation of the power sums sx is 
given by Cauchy's integral formula [5, p. 191; 7, Ch. 4] 
1 _f~ 2X(P"(2)/P"(2)) d2, (23) SK~ ~i  ~F 
where a curve F bounds a complex domain containing all the zeros of p,(2). 
C.A.M.W.A. 14/4---E 
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Proposition 5. I 
max [sgu/nl l/~g~° can be computed with relative error <<. 0.02 using 0 (n log n) unit cost operations 
g=l  . . . . .  N 
or 0 (log n) steps, n processors. 
Proof. Surely FFT can be applied to numerical integration in expression (23) where a (large 
enough) circumference s rves as the curve F. Furthermore, we may scale the variable 2, so to make 
the moduli of all the zeros bounded, say by 1/2 and to set F = {2:121 = 1}. Replacing the integral 
in expression (23) by the integral sum with M equally spaced nodes ¢o h on F (where 
h = 0, 1 . . . . .  M - 1, ~o M = 1, o~ ' # 1 for s = 1 . . . . .  M - 1), we arrive at approximations SK.M to S~. 
It can be shown that 
see Ref. [17, p. 34] and thus 
[SK.M--SK[ ~ ~ ISqM+KI, 
q=l 
ISx, M--S~I ~<2nl211 r+M if 1211 ~< 1/2. (24) 
In our case K = gN, g = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n; we may choose N = 32, and we only need to assure that the 
relative error I1-sxm/sKI be small (say less than 0.02) where (sg~/n) t /~  is maximum over g. 
Combining expressions (16) and (24) implies that we only need that 5 g < 0.0111/2! I u in order to 
keep the desired relative error of an approximation to s~N below 0.02, so we let M/> 7 + n log25, 
where 1211 < 1/2. In that case O(n log n) arithmetic operations uffice in order to evaluate sx.M for 
K = gN, g = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Indeed, at first twice apply FFT at M points in order to evaluate p~(oJ h) 
and p,(a~ h) for h =0,  1 . . . . .  M-  1; then compute the vector qM=[P'~(eJh)/P,(Ogh), 
h = 0, 1 . . . . .  M - 1]; finally multiply the n x M Fourier matrix [oJ~,h] [with ¢o~. h = (oJN) gh] by the 
vector qM; again the latter step can be reduced to FFT at M points. This proves Proposition 5.1. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.1 
In Refs [17, 19] polynomial zeros are computed using the following observation. If the domain 
bounded by F ctmtains only some of the zeros ofpn(2) and if no zeros lie on F, then the integral 
equals the power sum of exactly those zeros. Cauchy's integrals for K = 1, 2 , . . . ,  give successive 
power sums of such zeros 2h~l) . . . . .  2h~O; then Newton's identities enable us to approximate to the 
coefficients of the factor 
i 
Pi (2)  = I-I (2 -- 2h(j) ) 
j=l 
of p/(2). In fact it suffices to compute rough approximation to the coefficients of pi(2) and then 
quickly refine those approximations via Newton's iterations, see Refs [17, 33, 34]. The main 
technical difficulty in that approach is in constructing integral curves that pass far enough from 
all the zeros 2h, for otherwise it is hard to compute a good approximation to the integral. Another 
problem is a solution of the system (18) for Ch.k, h = n -- 1, n -- 2 . . . . .  1 given sN, s2N . . . .  , snN and 
C~,k = 1 [we may assume here that N = 1 and replace n by i where we deal with the factor pi(2) 
of p,(2)]. This is a triangular system; Ref. [19] uses O(i 2) arithmetic operations to solve it, but 
Schrnhage [17, Sect. 13] presents a numerically stable algorithm that solves that problem using 
O(i log i) arithmetic operations or O(log 2 i) parallel arithmetic steps, //log i processors. 
6. COMPUTING ALL THE COMPLEX ZEROS 
(THEOREM 1.4) 
When a zero 2h = 2h(i) becomes available, we may apply the same algorithm of Ref. [4] again, 
replacing Sgs(A) by sgN(A)- #J~)(A) throughout [see expressions (19)-(21)], until we arrive at the 
next zero, 2h(2). Then we apply the same algorithm again, replacing sgN(A) by sgs(A)-  
~J~)(A) + #~2)(A)] for each new A, and so on, until we compute all the n zeros. The idea may seem 
simple and natural but some care is needed in order to make it numerically valid. This will be our 
next subject. 
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We will use the following inequalities instead of  expressions (19) and (21): 
1 <<. #h~k+l)/ max ISgN(A)/nl 1/~0 <<. 5 I/u 
g=l  . . . .  ,n k 
(25) 
and 
k 
SeN(A) = ~ p~N ~ #~/). (26) 
h=l  i=1 
Here /~h(0, i = 1 . . . . .  k, denote the previously computed zeros of  q,(#), /~h~k+ l) is an absolutely 
largest among the remaining zeros of q,(#), so 2h(~+1)= A + 1/#h~k+0 is a zero closest to A among 
the zeros of  p , (2)  that remain uncomputed.  Then expression (22) can be extended as follows: 
for two constants ? and c* and V i and j, such that i < j .  In fact, only some approximations )'~0 
to )'h(0 and some approximat ions * = 1 / (A -  2h(0) to #h~0 #h(0 * rather than the values 2~(i) and ~h(i) 
themselves] are available for i = 1 . . . . .  k. Thus in addition to the relative error qu, 
1 ~< qN ~< 5t/N, (27) 
due to computing an approximat ion to #h0+t) via expression (25), we have an error due to the 
substitution of  #~0 for #h(0 in expression (25). We need to estimate the relative error 6h¢k+l) of the 
approximat ion to [#~(k+O I by the value I/~h]~+ l)l computed using expressions (25) and (26). To prove 
Theorem 1.4, it surely suffices to show that such an error is at most 0.5. Let us denote that 
~h(o = 2h~O - -  2h(O, fih(O = (#h(O/#h(O) - -  1. (28)  
Then 
#*(0 = #h(0/( 1 q'- ¢$h(0), 6h(0 = --Eh(0#h~0, i = 1 . . . .  , k. (29) 
2 and 2 Hereafter we will ignore the values of  smaller orders of magnitudes, such as Eh(0 6h(0- 
Expression (28) implies that 
k 
i=1 
and SgN(A) have been computed with absolute errors at most 
k 
i=1 
therefore expression (25) implies the following upper bound on the relative error Yh<k+0 =
(# h(k + l)/#h~ + 0) -- 1 : 
k 
lYh~k+01 ~< qN+ ~ It, I, ti = (#h~0/#h(k+l))rh~0" (30) 
i=1 
Here qN is bounded in expression (27). Note that 
t~ = 6h(0(A -- 2h(k+~))/(A -- 2h(0), i = 1 . . . . .  k. (31) 
We choose A on the circumference, 
{2:12 -- ~h~k+l)[ = rh(k+l)}, (32) 
such that f~h~k+ J) denotes the current approximat ion to 2h(k+ 0 [to be improved using expression (25)], 
rh(k+l) denotes the estimated istance from )Thtk+l) to '~'h(k+l), and 
[A - 2h(k+0 [ < 0-1rh(k+l). (33) 
TO assure the latter bound, we shall test several distinct candidate points A on the circumference 
(32), such that the max imum length of  the arcs between two neighbors-candidates < 0.2rh(k+l). In 
addition to the latter restriction, we will keep any such a candidate A at the distance greater than 
0.1rh(k+l) + IEh(01 from any point )'h~0 for i = 1 . . . . .  k; we may easily assure this while choosing A, 
as long as the union of  all the IEh( 0 I-neighborhoods of  the points 2h~0 for i = 1 . . . . .  k covers the 
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arcs of the circumference (32) of the total length less than 0. lr~k+l ) [for Eh(0 defined by expression 
(28)]. If the latter assumption does not hold, then for some i ~< k, 
2k [Eh(OI >>- 0-1rh(~+l). 
The latter inequality and expression (26) imply that for a constant c
rh(k+ 0/l'~h(k+ 1)[~ 20ck leh(0/An(0 I, (34) 
so the relative error of the approximation to 2h~k+0 by )~k+t) is not more than 20ck times greater 
than the relative error of the approximation to 2h(0 by '~h~0" This is compatible with the estimates 
of Theorem 1.4, for we may start with computing 2h(0 with extra 
0(~=, log k ) = O(n logn) 
correct binary bits [that is, with the relative rror bound c decreased by a factor of, say 1-I7,=2 (20ck)]; 
then we will give in log(20ci) binary bits, when we compute each new zero 2h~0, i = 2, 3 . . . .  n. 
It remains to consider the case where [A - 2*o) I ~> 0.1rhtk+ o + ]Eh~,)l, V i. The latter bound and the 
relations (28), (29), (31), (33) together imply that Its[ ~< 0. l Jch(01 rh~k+ l)/(0.1 rh(k+ ~) + IEh(O 1) 2, SO 
It~ [ ~< 101en(0 I/rn(k+l) (35) 
for i = I . . . . .  k. If 
then 
10k IEh(0 1 > 0.4rh(k+l), 
rh~k+ O/[2n(k+ t)[ < 25ck I*~0/~-h,) I, 
and we complete the proof of Theorem 1.4 similarly to the case where expression (34) holds. 
Otherwise, expression (35) implies that Iti[ <<. 0.4/k. Combining the latter bound with expression (30) 
and observing that q64 < 0.1, we obtain that I~h~k+~)l < 0.5, so in that case we again arrive at the 
estimates of Theorem 1.4. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.1 
It is tempting, of course, to use the stable explicit deflation of Section 2 [see problem (5) and 
Proposition 2.1] in order to compute polynomials p*_i(2) approximating the polynomials 
i 
Pn-i(2) =pn(A,)/l-I (2 - 2h0~), i=  1,2 . . . . .  n - 1 
j= l  
as soon as a new zero 2h(O has been computed. Since the dependence of the zeros on the coefficients 
is generally (in the worst case) unstable (see Refs [37, p. 83; 35], we generally need to compute 2h0~ 
and the coefficients of p~_j(2) with (n - j )k  correct bits in order to assure k correct bits of 2h(j+t) 
[5, pp. 76-77]. To assure k correct bits of, say 2h(n/2) for an even n, we would need n(n - 1) • • • (n/2)k 
correct bits of 2h(l), which implies only inferior estimates for the computational complexity of 
computing polynomial zeros. 
Remark 6.2 
An alternative extension of Theorem 1.3 to computing all the zeros ofpn(2) may rely on Theorem 
4.1 and Algorithm C. 1 of Appendix C. In that case the cost of the approximate evaluation remains 
the same as in Theorem 1.4, but only the absolute rror bound E 12t[ (rather than E lab 1) is guaranteed 
for the output approximation to 2 h. Thus that way is slightly inferior unless IAnl= O(1211). 
7. THE ERROR ANALYS IS  AND THE BOOLEAN 
COST OF TURAN'S  PROXIMITY  TEST 
The error analysis of the algorithms upporting Theorems 1.1-1.4 could rely on the fact that in 
all cases the computation is reduced to successive polynomial multiplications and FFTs, whose 
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error analysis is available [36; 30, p. 194] and on Ostrowski's perturbation theorems [5, pp. 74-77] 
which guarantee that the zeros ofpn(2) have about k correct digits where k is large and where the 
coefficients are given with kn correct digits, see also Refs [35, 19, Theorem 4]. 
This way we may finally estimate the bit-precision of computations that would support our 
algebraic omplexity bounds. In some cases it can be useful to compute with variable precision 
perfoming fewer arithmetic operations with higher precision. Thus, it is appropriate to express the 
cost of the entire computation i terms of the Boolean circuit complexity estimates (reflecting the 
number of bit-operations involved), compare Refs [17, 30, 38-41]. 
The error analysis along the above line (using the estimates from Refs [30, 36] and Ostrowski's 
theorems) suggests that the computation with bit-precision O(bn) should suffice in the cases where 
we need the outputs with bit-precision b (for large b). Let us verify that fact in the case of the 
algorithm supporting Theorem 1.3. At first observe that the algorithm automatically corrects mall 
errors of each iteration when it performs the next one. It remains to check if the O (bn) bit-precision 
of computations suffices to prevent us from blowing-up of the errors within each iteration. Thus 
we need to estimate the error growth in the results of: (a) a shift of the variable and (b) computing 
max [SgN/n] l/(glv). 
g=l,...,n 
(a) Without loss of generality, we assume that the coefficients of pn(2) are integers whose 
absolute values are ~< 20(m) [then also 1211 ~< 20(m), 11/2n I ~< 2°¢")] and choose the shifts whose real and 
imaginary parts are finite binary numbers of the form h/2 a, where h is an integer, d = O(11og(162~ I)1), 
fi being the prescribed bound on the relative error of the output of the current iteration of the 
algorithm, 6 > 2 -b. Then it suffices to compute the coefficients cj(A) of the polynomials (2) within 
absolute rrors 1/2 ~n-j~+l and to recover the exact values of those coefficients via rounding-off. The 
computation with such an error bound can be assured via the convolution (3) and (4) performed 
with the precision of O((d + re)n) bits (use expressions (3) and (4) and the known error estimates 
for FFT [36; 30, p 194]. We will assume that d+m = O(d). 
(b) Consider the evaluation of the power sums via Graeffe's method and via solving the system 
(18). The few required iterations of Graeffe's (reduced to convolutions and FFTs) cannot blow-up 
the errors much (compare the error estimates from Ref. [36]), so we only need to analyze the errors 
of the solution of the triangular Toeplitz systems (18). For an entry s of the inverse of a (gN) x (gN) 
unit triangular Toeplitz matrix T, we have the following useful estimate from Ref. [30, Lemma 2, 
p. 192]: I(loglsl)l = O(gN log (1 + t)), so log(Isl 1/~g~) = O(log(1 + t)), where t denotes the maximum 
absolute value of an entry of T. In fact the diagnonal entries of the coefficient matrix of the system 
(18) equal Cn,k #0,  which is the Nth power of the leading coefficient of the polynomial 
qn(#) = i~p,(1/l~ + A), see expression (6). We will keep our previous assumptions [ ee part (a)] that 
the coefficients of p,(2) are m-bit integers and A has real and imaginary parts of the form h/2 d, 
d = O(m + b), so all the coefficients of q~(/~) are integer multiples of 1/2 d~, and it suffices to scale 
the system by 2 d~N, which means the increase of the precision by dnN = O(dn) binary bits. Thus 
due to the estimate from Ref. [30] the errors cannot explode in stage (b), provided that we compute 
with the precision of O(dn) = O((b + m)n) bits. We could arrive at a similar result if we used 
Cauchy's integrals (23) in order to compute [SgNI l/~g~, compare with Ref. [17, p. 34]. 
Recalling that a "unit cost" operation (arithmetic or root taking) performed with O(nb) 
bit-precision means O(nb log(nb)log log(nb)) Boolean operations or O(log2(nb)) parallel Boolean 
steps, nb log(nb)log log(nb) processors [27, 42], we arrive at the Boolean circuit complexity 
estimates for computing a single zero of a polynomial with relative error ~ = 2-b; specifically, at 
O (n 2b 2 log n log(nb) log log(nb)) Boolean sequential time or O (nb log2(nb) log n ) Boolean parallel 
steps, n2b log(nb) log log(nb) processors. 
8. FURTHER PROGRESS 
In this section we will outline the results of the oncoming paper [16] to be compared with the 
results of this paper and of Ref. [15]. Renegar applies the arithmetic model of computations and 
computes all the zeros of the polynomial pn(2) of expression (2) with absolute errors ~<E using 
O(n 3 log n +n21ogn loglog(12~/EI)) arithmetic operations. For a single zero, the algorithm also 
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involves almost all of them. If we try to shift from bounding the absolute rrors to bounding the 
relative rrors (4) of the evaluation of 2h, then some discussion is needed to handle the case where 
12~/2, [ is very large. [Some partial relief may come from computing the zeros #h = 1/2h of the reverse 
polynomial q,(/~) = p"p,(l/#), p = 1/2.] 
In Ref. [16] we present he following improvement of the estimates of Ref. [15]: all the zeros of 
p,(2) can be computed with absolute error bound c using O(n 2(log2n + log log([21/c 1))) arithmetic 
operations; only 0 (n log n (n + log log(121/E I))) of these operations are needed for computing a single 
zero of pn(2 ) with absolute rror bound E; in both cases the time bound can be decreased by a factor 
of n using parallel computation with n processors; furthermore O(log2n log log(liE))parallel time 
and n 2 processors uffice for approximating a single zero of p,(2 ) with absolute error <~E; this 
places the problem of the evaluation of a single zero in NC. For approximating all the zeros of 
pn(2) with output errors <<.E, it suffices to use O(n log n log log(l/E)) parallel arithmetic steps and 
n(1 + log n/log log(l/E)) processors. 
Furthermore, for a large class of polynomials p,(2) (including all polynomials with no clustered 
zeros) the parallel algorithm in fact evaluates all the zeros substantially faster, by separating more 
than a single zero from other zeros in each iteration [for many polynomials p,(2) all their zeros 
are separated from each other in one iteration]. 
Example 8.1 
A class of polynomials, for which the parallel algorithm of Ref. [16] (as well as the algorithm 
of Ref. [17], works slower is well represented by the polynomials of the following form, 
f i  (2 - 2j), 2j = c + dh j, 
j=l 
where c, d and h do not depend on j, Ih I is small and Idh"[ is of an order of the prescribed absolute 
output error. Such polynomials are not very frequently encountered in applications. 
The bit-complexity analysis of the previous ection can be extended: the algorithm only involves 
shifts of the variable, convolutions and FFTs, as well as the evaluation of p, (2) and integration 
(23) for K = 1 (so our previous error analysis can be immediately applied). The iterations of the 
algorithm are self-correcting and easily accommodate he computations with finite precision. This 
implies that the O(ns) bit precision of computations suffices to support the stated arithmetic 
complexity estimates provided that ~ = 2-a, s = m + d, the coefficient Co . . . . .  c._ ~ are integers, and 
max [cjl <~ 2 m. 
J 
Combining these results with the known upper estimate O(h log h log log h) for the bit-complexity 
of an arithmetic operation over integers modulo h, we arrive at an upper estimate 
O(n3s log n log2(ns)log log(ns)) for the bit-complexity of the evaluation of all the zeros of p,(2). 
That estimate repeats (within a logarithmic factor) the previous record estimate announced in Ref. 
[17, Sect. 19]; a proof of the latter estimate is partially presented and partially outlined in Ref. [17]; 
the proof is quite involved and has not been completed so far. Our analysis uggests that our worst 
case bound O(ns) (on the precision required in the algorithm of Ref. [16] to assure the output 
precision s) is sharp. (Indeed in the worst cases, see Example 8.1, the algorithm requires n iterations, 
each including the evaluation (with the precision of an order of ns bits) of a polynomial p,(2) at 
g >~ n points c + ho9 i, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  g - 1, where c,h are constants and o9 is a g-root of 1.) On the 
other hand, the precision bounds and, respectively, the bit-complexity estimates decrease roughly 
by a factor of n if the polynomial has no clusters of zeros and similarly if we replace the problem 
of computing the zeros by the problem of approximate valuation of n linear factors 
ui2 + vjofp~(2) fo r j  = 1 . . . . .  n, such that p.(2) is close to 
IZl (u/~ + vj), 
j=l 
compare with Ref. [17]. 
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APPENDIX  A 
An Alternative to the Basis Inequality (16) and Companion Matrix Computations 
In this appendix we will derive a bound on the absolute values of the power sums of the zeros ofp,(2), which may serve 
as an alternative to the inequality (16) and which itself may be of independent interest. We will also supply some related 
estimates for the complexity of the exact parallel evaluation of several successive power sums. 
Proposition .4. I 
Let N > 0 be an integer, let 21 . . . . .  2 n be ordered by expression (1), let exactly r values among 21 ,~ . . . . . .  2n be distinct, 
r <~ n. Then 
max Isx/21x[ 1> a/(r2'- l) ,  
N~K<N+r 
where s x is defined by expression (17), 
o" = 1"] I1 - ,t,/21 h 
h 
and the latter product is over all h such that 1 <~h <~n, 2 h # 2 I. 
Proof. Let 2~ = 2/(1), 2/(2) . . . . .  2j(r) = 2, be distinct, let re(h) denote the multiplicity of 2/(h). Expression (17) implies that 
the vector 
z=[zh], zh=m(h)A~h), h=l ,2  . . . . .  r, 
satisfies the Vandermonde system of linear equations, 
__ g--I  
VZ=S,  V=[Vgh]  , S=[SN+g_ l ]  , Vgh--Aj(h) , g,h=l ,2  . . . . .  r. 
Since 2gh ) are distinct for h = 1, 2 . . . . .  r, the inverse matrix V- t= [wgh] exists (and does not depend on N). Therefore, 
z=V- I s ,  m(1)2~= ~ W~gSu+g_l, 
g=l  
l~<m(1)~< ~ Iw~g,~ 'l*ls~¢+g_l/2~ +g ~l<rmax(lwlg2~-']* lSN+g_l/2~ +g I D. 
g=l  g 
It remains to show that 
max [ wlg2~-I [~< 2 r-I 11 - -2 j{h) /211 '  
g 
but this immediately follows, because the well known formulae for the inverse of Vandermonde matrices (see Ref. [44, 
p. 360] or Ref. [45]), imply that 
Wig = dr-g~/,ffi2 f l  ( '~ j (h ) -  /~l)' 
where 
r - I  
~, d~_,2 ~= f i  (2 --2j(h) . Q.E.D. 
i=O h=2 
Combining Proposition A.1 for larger K with the obvious bound [sx]<~ n [2t[ x, we conclude that 
I -  max [s~X/2,[~ <~ln2~/al ' /x-1.  (A.I) 
N<<.K<N+n / I  
Some inconvenience with expression (A.1) is that N should be large enough in order to assure that In 2nfir] I/N is close to 
1. That inconvenience, however, is minor as long as log[ I/a I = O(n), for in that case we only need to choose N = O(n) 
rather than N = O(1) with only a minor resulting deterioration of stability. 
Apart from that inconvenience, (A. 1) may everywhere serve as well as expression (16). To use expression (A. 1), we need 
to evaluate s x for K = N, N + 1 . . . . .  N + n - 1 [rather than s x for K = gN, g = 1 . . . . .  n that we used in expression (16)]. 
The reduction to Algorithm 3.1 and to the Toeplitz system (18) is not effective any more. We only need, however, some 
approximations to s x with high precision, so we will apply Cauchy's integral formula extending Proposition 5.1; the 
transition to the new range of K does not decrease the power of that approach at a11. 
If we needed to compute the exact values x for K = N, N + 1 . . . . .  N + n - 1, then the integral formula would not help; 
furthermore, the best algorithm that we could offer would have higher cost: O(n 2 + n log n log N) unit cost operations or 
O(log n log N) steps, n + n2/log N processors. Let us describe that algorithm here, because of the general importance of 
the power sum computation (very well motivated in Ref. [4]) and also because the algorithm for computing sx, 
K = N, N + 1 , . . . ,  N + n - 1, Supporting the cited above estimates may be of interest in its own right. That algorithm 
reduces the evaluation of the power sums sx to powering the companion matrix ofpn(2), also called the Frobenius matrix [ 00 
0 0 c I (A.2) 
C= i : - ' 
0 . . .  1 c ,~ 
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The power sums Sx=2.x+2.2r+ ' ' ' +2.~ can be easily computed when C x is known, because sx=Trace(CX), 
where Trace(W) = :E~ w~j denotes the trace of a matrix W = [wo]. Effective evaluation of the powers Cx of the companion 
matrix C of expression (A.2) may rely on the following known fact. 
Fact A. 1 
For any n-dimensional vector v= [v/],j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, and for any polynomial u(2.), the vector u(C)v /s equal to the 
coefficient vector of the polynomial u(2.)v(2.) modp~(2.), provided that C is the companion matrix of  p,(2. ) and that v is the 
coefficient vector of 
v(2.) = ~ vh2. *-I. 
h=l  
Proof Verify Fact A.1 in the case u(2.) = 2. by inspection, compare xpressions (2) and (A.2), then immediately extend 
the result to arbitrary polynomial u(2.) by induction on the degree of u(2.). Q.E.D. 
Remark A. I 
Fact A.1 can be extended so that for any constant 2" the entries of the two vectors (C -2* l )Xv  and (C -2* l ) -Xv  
coincide with the coefficients of the two polynomials (2 - 2*)rv(2) modp~(2) and (2 - 2.*)-%(2) modp,(2.), respectively. 
[Note that (2 . -  2..)-i modp~(2.) can be computed simply via the division of p,(2.) by 2.-2.*,  which costs only O(n) 
operations.] This extension is useful if we apply the shifted inverse iterations [46]. It may be of some general interest o 
note (although we will not use that observation in this paper) that the matrix R(C) has the eigenvalues 
R(2.,), h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, and has the same eigenvectors a  C for an arbitrary rational function R(2.); so, given a polynomial 
p~(2.) of expression (2) and a rational function R(2.) such that R(2.,) :/: oo for h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, the characteristic polynomial 
of  the matrix R(C) has its zeros R(2h) for h = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. 
Using Fact A.1 we easily arrive at the bound on the cost of computing the power sums s x. Fact A.I implies that c r~ 
is the coefficient vector of the (n - l)th degree polynomial 2.rv(2.) modpn(2.). Consequently the n columns of C a are just 
the coefficient vectors of the n polynomials 2. r+g mod p~(2.) of degrees at most n - 1 for g = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1. Therefore, it 
suffices to evaluate the coefficient vectors of the 2n polynomials of degrees at most n - I [that is, 2.#+Jmodpn(2.) for 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  2n - I] in order to compute the matrix C N+g forg = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1. We may choose N being a power of 2, 
N = 2 q, and at first evaluate 2. iv mod p~ (2.) by repeated squaring mod p~ (2.) of the polynomials 2.2, mod p~ (2.), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  q, 
of  degrees at most n - 1, compare with Ref. [47]; then we may successively (2n - 1 times) multiply 2.Nmodp~(2.) by 2., each 
time reducing the resulting products modp~(2.). If we compute in parallel, then, alternatively, we could simultaneously 
multiply 2.N mod p~ (2)by 2 j for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n - 1, and simultaneously reduce the results mod 
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where • and ,8 replace Re 3  `and Im 3 ,` respectively. [If the two circumferences (B.4) have no intersection points, then we 
will replace ~ and (w i th  the pair of  real points lying on these two circumferences at the minimum distance from each other. 
This reduces the relative error estimates to the case where there exist two intersection points.] We will designate 
~: = p~(~ *,o r) = min{ I 1 - (~/3`~)l ~, II - (~/A'~)I~ }. 
Let us derive expression (B. 1) assuming that expressions (B.2) and (B.3) hold. [We may rewrite expression (B. 1) as follows: 
o'(~*,b3 = oo3` Ja) . ]  
From geometrical considerations, the maximum of p (6 *, o v) is attained where 3` ~ > 0 and where either 
3`* =3`~(1 --6),  /~'=3`~(1 +6)  (B.5) 
or 
3`*=3`h(I +~),  ,~=3`h(1 - -6) .  (B.6) 
Further geometrical considerations (or alternatively the direct inspection) show that the resulting estimates in both cases 
(B.5) and (B.6) are the values of the same order, so we will consider only the case (B.5). Substitute xpressions (B.5) into 
(B.4) and obtain that 
~+/~:=3`~(1 -6 ) ; ,  (~ -A) ;+/~;=(3` , ( !  +6) -A)  :. (B.7) 
Subtracting the first equation from the second, we then deduce that 
=3`b(l +£5 -- 23`~C5/A), o~/3`b= 1 +~( |  --2)~h/A ). (B.8) 
Substitute that expression for a into the first equation of expression (B.7) and deduce that 
(/3/3`h) 2 = 46(-- 1 + (1 + c$)3`h/A -- 6(3`JA)2). (B.9) 
Expressions (B.2), (B.3), (B.8) and (B.9) imply (B.I). Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX  C 
An Alternative Approach to Computing All the Complex Zeros 
In this appendix we will first describe an algorithm that computes a single zero using Lemma 4.1 and a modification 
of Algorithm B.1 with up to n + 1 real shifts of 3 .` That algorithm can be used as an alternative to the algorithm of 
Section 4. Then we will analyze that algorithm and finally will extend it in order to arrive at another method of computing 
all the zeros of p,(3`), see Remark 6.2. 
Algorithm C. 1 
Apply Lemma 4.1 in order to successively compute 12~'o~ - Aft for j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  where Aj strictly increases as j  grows, say 
Aj= 13`J'l , and where 3`~-A j  is an approximation with a prescribed precision to an absolutely largest zero 
3`gj) - A~ ofp,(3` + Aj). For every j compute the pairs of the intersection points of the circumference Ci+ ~ with the real axe 
an-d with the circumference ~,  where C, = {3  `:13  `- A,I = 13`~) -- Ag I} for g =j , j  + 1. Then test these intersection points for 
being approximations to the zeros ofp,(3`) with a prescribed error bound E. The latter stage will be called proximity test 
j, compare with Remark 4.1. If a desired approximation with the error < E is obtained, the computation ends; if proximity 
test j gives negative result, then j is increased by one, and the iteration is repeated. 
Analyzing Algorithm C.I, we will first assume that ]3`~ - Ajl = 13` ko~ -- Ajl YJ. Then ~ contains a zero ofp,(3`) for every 
j. Furthermore, ither an intersection of ~+~ and Cj is a desired approximation to a zero ofp,(3`) (and then this is detected 
by proximity test j )  or proximity test j fails [and then a zero of p~ (3`) lies on Cj+~ between the two intersection points 3  `* 
and £* of Cj+~ and Cj]. It is immediately observed in the latter case that the distance from such a zero to the center of 
C, for g ~<j is less than the radius of C,, so such a zero cannot belong to C, for g ~< j. Therefore, the zeros ofp,  (3.) belonging 
to C, for g = 0, 1 . . . . .  j + 1 are all distinct, unless a proximity test for some intersection point of C~ and C~÷~, g ~<j, gives 
positive result, thus ending the computation. This must occur for some g ~< n (that is, after at most n proximity tests) since 
there are ~ n distinct zeros of p~(3`). The same argument is immediately extended to the case where the value [3`~)- Ajl 
suit~ciently well approximates to 13`ho~- Aft but not necessarily equals 13`h0~- Aft. [We should settle also the case where 
and Cj+ ~ have empty intersection but come close to each other; so we add the tests for checking if a real point 3  `on Cj+ 
approximates to a zero of p,(3`).] 
Next let us extend Algorithm C.1 to the evaluation of all the zeros ofp~(3`) with a prescribed relative precision E using 
a total of not more than n + 1 shifts Aj (including A0 = 0) and of not more than 2n - 1 proximity tests. We have already 
defined the computation until the first positive result of  proximity test. Let this occur for test i, so we compute 3`~t0 and 
then its refinement ~0 [say using Theorem 1.3 applied to the polynomial p~(l/(3` -2~0))],  where 3`~0 belongs to both (or 
is a real point of one of the) circumferences C~_ 1 and C~. 
We will continue as follows. Apply expressions (19)-(21) with A =A j, j = i -  1, i . . . . .  replacing s~(A) by 
s~u(A) - (~'h(0 - A) -*u. This will define new circumferences Cjl with the centers Aj (Aj are defined as before); eacFl ~ l  will 
p-ass through or near a zero of p, (3`)/(3` --3`h(0). Then extend Algorithm C. 1 and its analysis by substituting ~l  for Cj, 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  i (1 ) -  1, until [for j = i(1)] a proximity test of that extended algorithm gives positve result. Similarly to our 
analysis of Algorithm C. 1, we deduce that some points 3`~. m) of Cj~ approximate distinct zeros 3`~. ~) of p, (3`)/(2 - 2h(0) for 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  i(I) -- 1, SO i()l ~< n -- i since p.(3`)/(3` -- 3`~.,) has ~<n - i distinct zeros, not counting the zeros 3`, lying near 
Cg for g = 0, 1 , . . . ,  i - 2. The computation similarly continues beyond proximity test i(1), that is, we refine the computed 
approximation 2* to 3`h by improving it to ~,  where h = h(i(1),l), then compute 
I s~o UK sx(A) - (Zh~,).~) -- Aj) -x  , for K = gN, g = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 2 
(where h~0).0) = h( i ) , j  = i(1) - 1, i(1),.. .); define the circumferences C~2 having centers Aj for j  = 0, 1 . . . . .  apply Algorithm 
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C.1 with C~ replacing Cj, until a proximity test, i(2), gives the next positive result, and so on. Observe that 
i(2) ~< n - i - i(1). [Indeed each Cj2 for j  = 0, I . . . . .  i(2) - 1 passes near one of the i(2) distinct zeros of the polynomial 
p.(2)/~O °(2 -  2h(o),.)) 
of degree n -2  and these i(2) zeros cannot include any of the zeros ,~ lying near Cg or 2h(: i) lying near C~ ~), 
g = 0, I . . . . .  i - 2 , j  = 0, I . . . . .  i(I) - 2.] Extending this analysis, we observe, as we needed, that a total of at most n "' I 
results of all the proximity tests are negative, at most n of them are positive, and at most n + 1 distinct shifts A: (including 
A 0 = 0) need to be considered. 
The replacement of 2hC0 by 2h~  in that extension of Algorithym C. 1 to computing all the zeros causes ome additional 
output errors. Their analysis is similar to the analysis of the similar errors of the algorithm of Section 6, except hat the 
extension of Algorithm C. 1 may not work where the absolute values of all the remaining zeros are much smaller than the 
absolute values of the previously computed zeros. We may avoid that problem by computing the zeros of 
s,(q) =p,(2 + A)forA >I 212~ I. Then the absolute values of all the zeros will lie between 1.52 and 0.5A (so the above 
difficulty is excluded), but the output approximation to the zero 2 h may have its absolute rror as large as E ]211, rather than 
,.<EI2hl, h = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
APPENDIX  D 
Computing Nonclustered Complex Zeros is in NC 
In this appendix we will show that the problem of computing polynomial zeros is in NC if the distinct complex zeros 
ofp , (2)  are not very close to each other. 
Theorem D.I. Let c be a positive constant, 21 , . . . ,  2, satisfy expressions (1) and (2), 
20 = 2 max Ic,_jl uj >>-ILl, 2,+1 = 11(2 max IcjleolUJ I <<. 12,1, (D.1) 
c, = 1, compare Ref. [7, p. 457]. Let f(n) and F(n) be two functions such that 
2of(n) = 0 (2"), F(n) = 0 (2"), f (n) > n, 
F(n) >1 1, lim f(n)/n I°g" = lim F(n) = oo. (D.2) 
Let 
ll--2g/2hl>ll/f(n) unless 2g=2 h, (D.3) 
12J2, I ~< 120/2,1 ~< I&/&+, 14 F(n). (D.4) 
Then O(logn log(n f(n )F(n ))) steps, n 3 processors uffice in order to compute all the complex zeros 21 . . . . .  2, of p,(2 ) with 
relative precision 2 ,c; in particular O(log'+ln) steps, n 3 processors uffice if 
logf(n) = O(logqn), log F(n) = O(log" n), s = max{q,r }. 
Remark D. 1 
Theorem I. 1 implies that the problem of computing complex polynomial zeros is in the NC, provided that expressions 
(D.2)-(D.4) hold, log F(n)= O(logqn), l og f (n )= O(log'n), q and r are constants. The latter assumption obviously holds 
with probability 
1 - E (n ) ,  l ira ~(n)  = 0 
n~m 
for the uniform, normal, and other customary probability distributions of the zeros 2 t , . . . ,  2, in a bounded spherical 
domain in the n-dimensional complex space C". 
Proof. We need to find an appropriate shift A of the variable 2, such that the quotient of the two distances from the 
new origin to every pair of zeros o fp ,  (/l) will be bounded from below and from above by 1/(f(n)F(n))C and by (f(n)F(n))C, 
respectively, for a constant c > 0. Then Theorem D.1 will be derived using Theorem 1.1. Due to expressions (D.I)-(D.4), 
the desirable bounds on the quotients of the above distances hold, unless the direction from -A  to (2g + 2h)/2 is nearly 
orthogonal to the direction from 2g to 2h for some 2g # 2h. Since there is at most n(n - I)/2 distinct pairs 2g, 2h, at most 
n(n -- 1)/2 directions should be avoided, so it suffices to consider the n 2 shift values A, uniformly placed on the circumference 
of sufficiently large radius; at most n(n - 1)/2 of them may lack of the desirable property. It remains to supply some 
estimates supporting this argument. 
Note that 
(2g + A)/(2 h + A) - 1 = (2g/2 h -- 1)2h/(Rh + A), V A. (D.5) 
Let A be such that 
IAI = A0 =f(n)20, (D.6) 
see expression (D.1). Then we immediately deduce from expressions (1), (D.2) and (D.6) that 
2 ~< la/2, I ~ Ia/2.1 <~f(n) F(n). 
Combining the latter inequalities with expressions (1), (D.3)-(D.5), we obtain that 
1/(f(n)(1 +f(n)F(n))) <~ 1(2~ + A)/(2 h + A) -- II <~ 4 if 2g # 2 h. (D.7) 
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Next, for each of at most n(n - 1)/2 pairs g, h such that 2g # 2 h, let L(g,h), L(A,g,h), L(A) denote the three straight 
lines passing through the following pairs of complex points: L(g,h) through 2~ and )[h; L(A,g,h) through -A  and 
(2, + 2h)/2; L(A) through -A  and the origin 0; furthermore, let C(A, g) and C(A, h) denote the two circumferences with 
the common center -A  passing through the points 2, and 2h, respectively, so that Cj has radius rj = 12j + AI for j = g,h. 
Note that 
rg/rh = I)~g + AI/I,lh + AI, (D.8) 
so it suffices to choose A satisfying expressions (D.6) and (therefore) (D.7) and such that 
Irg--rhl >~ 12~- 2h I/(cn 2) (D.9) 
in order to satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 for pn(2 -A )  replacing p~(2). Indeed, we may combine expressions 
(D.7)-(D.9) and apply Theorem 1.1 to the polynomial pn(2 - A) in order to compute the zeros 2 h + A ofp~(2 - A) and 
then to obtain the zeros 2h ofp , (2)  for h = 1 . . . . .  n. [The transition from 2h + A may increase the relative error bound, 
but not more than 2 °~nl times, see expressions (D.2), (D.4) and (D.6), so it will suffice to compute 2h + A with the precision 
higher than we need for 2h.] To find the desired A, we will define Aj= A0~oJ, j = 0, l . . . . .  n 2 -  1, where A0 is defined in 
expression (D.6) and o~ is a primitive n2-root of 1. 
We may assume that n ~ ~ for we seek for asymptotic estimates. Due to expressions (D. 1) and (D.6), the angle between 
the two straight lines, L(A,g,h) and L(A), is O(I/f(n)) if A = Aj, 0 ~<j < n 2. On the other hand, the angle between L(Aj) 
and L(Ak) is >~2n/n 2if0 ~<j < k < n 2. Surely for at most n(n - 1)/2 distinct values j from 0 to n - 1, there exist g and 
h such that the angle between L(Aj) and L(g,h) is less than l/n 2, so for at least n(n + 1)/2 distinct values j between 0 and 
n 2 such angles are not less than 1/n 2 for all g, h. Thus we may choose the n 2 values A = Aj and apply Algorithm 3.1 in 
order to compute at first )-h + Aj and then 2 h, h = 1 . . . . .  n, for each j. The above argument assures that under the 
assumptions of Theorem D.I we will obtain the correct approximations to 2h + Aj with the relative precision 2. . . .  ~ for at 
least n(n + 1)/2 values j, that is, in the majority of n 2 instances. Then we will recover 2 h from 2 h + Aj for all h and j with 
the desired precision 2-~. If for some h the computed values of 2 h vary depending on j, it suffices to choose the correct 
value by taking the majority vote for at least n(n + 1)/2 of those values for a fixed h coincide with 2h and with each other 
within the precision 2 ~-~c. Q.E.D. 
